
Our TEK Formula will save you time, money, and headaches. Don’t waste time managing multiple teams and 
scrambling to decrease response times. If you want to be clear on the EXACT STEPS to achieve your teams and 
speed of innovation goals, solve all your technology problems with one call and book a free strategy consultation.

Build it right 
the first time! 1 888 828 0144 x105translucentcomputing.com

Find Your Tech 
Partner

Translucent is a tech partner you can 
trust to architect your solution, build your 
business vision and lay the foundation 
for a long-term relationship that will 
lead to a scalable platform that meets 
business demands.
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Dedicated Teams - 
Expert Workforce

Explore the benefits of dedicated teams 
with global top 1% tech talent with 
industry-specific experience without the 
hassle of hiring and maintaining internal 
teams.
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Application Building 
Journey

Understand how the cloud works and 
the complexities that come with it. 
Learn how TEKStack decreases cloud 
complexities.
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Build Your Tech Team

Build your dedicated development team that 
matches the project requirements with the 
right skills needed for successful project 
delivery.

Cloud Native Starter

Start developing business features right 
away and decrease the project startup costs 
by 20-30% with fully automated application 
infrastructure platform.
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Product & Dev 
Roadmap

Organize the entire cloud native 
development process by aligning business 
goals and requirements with the right 
technology and teams.
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TEK Formula & Blueprint

Build Your Successful 
Product Vision and 
Execution Team

Winning 
Innovation 
Backbone
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Phase 2

Building World Class 
Application (MVP +)

Get access to the digital economy by 
building quality software that helps 
connect people, businesses, devices, data, 
& processes.

Support, Maintenance 
and Security

Secure critical systems, applications and 
data.Provide the client enterprise-level 
security with clearly defined deliverables 
for support maintenance and security.

Agile At Scale

Accelerate the speed of feature delivery by 
staying close to customers and adapting 
quickly to changing conditions.

Build Market 
Leading 
Product

Phase 3

The TEK Formula & Blueprint is a unique cloud native software development process that helps 
companies and entrepreneurs build profitable applications and platforms without losing market 
share to the competition, so they can become a market leading disruptor for their industries.
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Phase 1

https://calendly.com/tc-results

